
Practising the Presence of People

Ruth shared this with us on Sunday morning:

“Masons book invites us to learn to need and want people. It is a study in loving our neighbor and seeing
others through God's undimmed eyes. Practicing the presence of people lets people know that they matter
and  have  our  undivided  attention.  Brother  Lawrence  and  Mike  Mason  both  remind  me  that  holy
invitations to love always take me out of self and into God. When we love someone, we can't take our
eyes off them. We gaze and stare. We behold. Could it be that the continual reminder in Scripture to
"behold" is God's way of reminding us to practice the. presence? Someone amazing is at hand. Take a
good look. Notice. Savor. Attend.

Still,  saying  yes  to  the  invitation  to  love  God  or  any  other  human  being  on  a  daily  basis  requires
something far more than chemistry. Loving is not cursory, superficial, easy or conceptual. Love demands
all of us: body, mind and soul. And things that happen in the totality of who we are take practice.” 1

To help with this process of practising connecting with others, Calhoun gives some tips.

 1. Be aware of these – 
(a) When do I put myself before others?
(b) Who do I talk to and who don’t I talk to?
(c) What are my reactions to being interrupted?
(d) What do I notice about the people I interact with

 2. Practice these – 
(a) Courtesy: So you can have the right attitude towards others
(b) Intercession: So you focus on the needs of others

 3. Watch out for these blockages – 
(a) Tasks have more priority than people
(b) Preoccupation distracts us from noticing others
(c) The inability to handle interruptions with grace
(d) Self-centredness

AND: My advice also is to be a good listener – slow to speak and to offer advice, but quick to listen.2
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1 – Adele Calhoun (2011) “Invitations From God” IVP Books p:56-57
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